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Observation of rotationally mediated focused inelastic resonances in D2 scattering from Cu„001…
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Rotationally mediated focused inelastic resonances~RMFIR’s! in the angular distributions of D2 scattered
from Cu~001! are observed. The FIR effect involves a phonon-assisted focusing of an incident beam of
arbitrary energy and direction into a final channel of one single well-defined energy and direction. Surprisingly
for an incident energyEi527 meV the RMFIR conditions for the scattered beam coincide with the kinematic
conditions required for a further elastic selective adsorption mechanism called the rotationally mediated critical
kinematic~RMCK! effect. By taking advantage of the RMFIR and elastic RMCK effects, three effective bound
states of energyen,J5221.5 meV,212.4 meV, and210.3 meV are determined. They are attributed to the
lowest bound statese05228.9 meV ande15219.8 meV combined with the rotational excitation energy for
J51 to beBrotJ(J11)57.41 meV, respectively, ande35210.3 meV combined with the rotational ground
state (J50). While thee1 ande3 states appear as maxima in the angular distribution at RMFIR conditions, the
e0 yields a striking minimum which represents the first evidence of what we call an anti-FIR feature. Theo-
retical arguments to explain the different FIR signatures observed are provided. A fit of a phenomenological
interaction potential to the experimental bound-state values yields a value for the well depthD532.5 meV
which is somewhat deeper than that found previously.@S0163-1829~97!00839-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a mechanism for selective adsorption called
cused inelastic resonance~FIR! has been theoretically
predicted1 for scattering of particles for which bound surfa
states exist. The enhancement of the selective adsorp
process due to the FIR mechanism occurs when the foll
ing two conditions are met:~i! the scan curve~energy gain-
loss versus parallel wave-vector transfer curve! and the in-
elastic resonance curve for a particular bound state
tangent to each other and~ii ! this tangency point crosses th
Rayleigh surface mode or any other active surface pho
mode. As opposed to the well known and extensively stud
selective adsorption resonances the coupling into the bo
state does not depend on the surface having a signifi
corrugation. The FIR effect was recently observed in angu
distributions for scattering of He from the highly corrugat
alkali halide surface of NaCl~001!,2 but until now no evi-
dence of FIR has been reported for scattering from m
surfaces. In this work the FIR effect is observed in the
gular distributions of D2 scattered from Cu~001! but is me-
diated by the rotation of the molecule, the rotationally me
ated focused inelastic resonance~RMFIR! effect. The
analysis of the RMFIR peaks allows the direct determinat
of the two lowest-lying bound states of D2 on Cu~001! which
have not, to our knowledge, been previously observed.
combining these new bound states energies with those
ported in a previous experiment3 all of the bound states fo
this system have been determined. A generalized Morse
tential with three parameters was fitted to the experime
bound-state values to yield a well depth ofD532.5 meV
which is somewhat deeper thanD530.9 meV obtained
previously.3
560163-1829/97/56~15!/9964~6!/$10.00
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Interestingly, the three RMFIR peaks display different i
tensities and two different signatures~maximum and mini-
mum!. Theoretical arguments within the close-coupling fo
malism are provided to explain this striking differenc
between the signatures of the FIR peaks. Moreover, fo
narrow range of incident-beam energies the intensity o
RMFIR peak is anomalously high. This singular behav
can be explained if the final beam energy and the final po
angle fulfill the requirements for a further selective adso
tion process. The kinematic requirements for this effect w
very recently established4 and the effect is calledrotational
mediated critical kinematiceffect ~RMCK!. The elastic CK
effect, which was originally predicted for atom-surfac
scattering,5 occurs when a stationary value of the resonan
curve with respect to any scattering variable~incident energy
or incident polar or azimuthal angle! equals the correspond
ing bound-state energy. If instead of atoms diatomic m
ecules are considered, the CK effect can be mediated
rotational excitation~RMCK!.4 As far as we know, no ex-
perimental evidence of the elastic or inelastic~phonon-
assisted! atomic CK effect has been reported until now
However, there is strong evidence for the occurrence of
RMCK effect6 in the scattering of D2 from Cu~001! when the
specular diffraction intensity is measured as a function of
incident energy.

II. EXPERIMENT

The high-resolution scattering apparatus has a fixed a
uSD between the incidentu i and final scatteringu f angles,
which are simultaneously varied by rotating the crystal s
face around an axis perpendicular to the scattering plane.
incident and final scattering angle satisfy the relationu i
9964 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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1uf5uSD, whereuSD595.76°. The angular resolution of th
scattering apparatus is about 0.3°.7

The n-D2 beam was produced by a nozzle beam sour7

Due to the formation of clusters in the expansion of D2 the
source had to be operated at stagnation temperatures a
70 K and source pressures below 10 bar. The energy res
tion of the D2 beam under these conditions was about 15
The concentration of dimers and trimers in the beam w
estimated to be below 10%.8

At the low beam energies employed (<30 meV) in this
experiment the excited rotational states of the D2 molecules
in the incident beam can be safely ignored.9 Thus 67% of the
molecules are in the groundJ50 state of ortho-D2 and the
remaining 33% in the groundJ51 state of para-D2 .

The measurements were carried out on a Cu crystal
ented to within 0.5° of the~001! surface and cleanedin situ
by ion sputtering and annealing as described in Ref. 7. D
ing the scattering experiments the surface was maintaine
a temperatureTs560 K to minimize multiphonon scattering

III. THEORY

A. Kinematics of the RMFIR effect

The kinematic equations governing the FIR effect der
from the kinematical conditions expressing the conserva
of energy and parallel momentum in a one-phonon inter
tion. From these two conservation laws, the following eq
tion is derived for the scan curve~SC! in the
„\vn(DK ),DK … plane:10

\vn~DK !52Ei1Ei S sinu i

sinu f
D 2 ~K i1DK i!

21DK'
2

K i
2 , ~1!

whereEi is the energy of the incident molecular beam,k i
andk f the incident and final wave vectors,DK the parallel
momentum transfer, andDK i andDK' its components par
allel and perpendicular to the scattering plane, respectiv
The active phonon mode of the surface is represented b
wave vectorDK and its frequencyvn . Note that hereafter
the energies are given as the square moduli of the w
vectors in units of\2/2m with m the particle mass.

The kinematic condition for corrugation and rotationa
mediated selective adsorption resonances in phonon inel
planar scattering from a crystal surface is given by
energy-conservation law, here called the resonance c
~RC!:

ENz~Ei ,u i !5Ei2~K i1DK1Ni!
22N'

2 1\vn~DK !,
~2!

and where the incident resonance condition is given by

ENz~Ei ,u i !52uenJu52uenu1BrotJ~J11!. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! uenu is the energy of thenth bound state in the
laterally averaged potential, and in Eq.~2! N5(Ni ,N') is
the surface reciprocal lattice vector involved in the resona
process with the bound state andNi andN' are its compo-
nents parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane
spectively. The last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! is
the rotational energy of a diatomic molecule in theJth rota-
tional quantum level with rotational constantBrot5\2/2I , I
.
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being the moment of inertia. The assignment of the quan
numbersn andJ associated with the valuesuenJu determined
from the the analysis of the RMFIR peaks is a delicate m
ter. In fact, the bound state valuesuenJu obtained in this way
can be due either to molecules incident in theJ50 rotational
state, or to molecules incident in theJ51 rotational state. In
the case ofJ50 the rotational energy contribution is exact
zero anduenu5uenJu according to Eq.~3!. In the case ofJ
51 the bound state energies are shifted, and we obtainuenu
5uenJu12Brot , that is a shift of 7.41 meV.11 The presence of
the rotational energy term in Eq.~3! constitutes the main
difference with respect to the case of atomic FIR. We c
this resonancerotationally mediated focused inelastic res
nance, RMFIR. The energetic shifts due to the magne
quantum numbermJ associated with a rotational stateJ will
be neglected in this discussion as well as possible chang
the value ofI due to the proximity of the D2 molecules to the
surface.

Finally, the RMFIR effect can be stated in the form of
very simple kinematical condition. This kinematical cond
tion can be obtained by equating Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~3! and
their derivatives and it results in a particularly simple re
tion for the final scattering angleu f to be

tan2u f5
uenJu2N2

Ni
2 . ~4!

The most important feature of Eq.~4! is that the final scat-
tering angle does not depend on the incident energy
angle. Thus a peak corresponding to RMFIR conditions in
angular distribution should not change its angular posit
when the beam energy is varied. An important enhancem
of the intensity of the RMFIR resonance is expected to oc
when the tangency point coincides with a surface mode.
RMFIR locus in the dispersion space can be obtained
substitution of Eq.~4! into Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~3!. For planar
scattering this is written in a parametric form as a function
Ei as

\vn~DK !52Ei1
~ uenJu2N2!~ uenJu2N'

2 !

Ni
2 ~5!

and

DK52Ei
1/2sinu i1

~ uenJu2N2!

Ni
. ~6!

In this space, this locus is represented by the branch o
parabola and when this curve intersects a surface ac
phonon-dispersion curve, this effect is expected to be hig
enhanced.

B. Kinematics of the inelastic and elastic RMCK effects

The kinematic equations governing the RMCK effect a
easily deduced from Eqs.~2! and ~3! and the condition
]ENz /]Ei50 at constantu i . Thus we have that

uenu5~DK1Ni!
2~11tan2u i !1N'

2 1BrotJ~J11!

2\vn~DK ! ~7!

and the tangency condition occurs for an incident energy
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Ei5~DK1Ni!
2

sin2u i

cos4u i
. ~8!

Since the RC@Eq. ~2!# is a very smooth function ofEi , the
tangency condition can be nearly fulfilled for many points
this curve. When this is the case, a highly enhanced fea
in the angular distribution is expected. Similar equations
in terms of the other scattering variables~polar or azimuthal
angles! are also possible and have been reported in Refs
5.

Finally, Eqs. ~7! and ~8! can be reduced to no phono
exchange scattering if\vn andDK are set equal to zero,

uenu5Ni
2~11tan2u i !1N'

2 1BrotJ~J11! ~9!

and

Ei5Ni
2 sin2u i

cos4u i
. ~10!

We will show in the following that the coincidence of RM
FIR and elastic RMCK is a special feature of th
D2 /Cu(001) scattering system.

FIG. 1. A series of diffraction spectra ofn-D2 scattered from
Cu~001! along the @100# direction at a surface temperatureTs

560 K. The labels in parentheses refer to the elastic diffract
peaks.~00!: specular elastic diffraction peak.~11! and ~1̄ 1̄!: first-
order elastic diffraction peaks.F1 , F2 , and AF indicate RMFIR
peaks andR refers to rotational inelastic diffraction peaks.
f
re
t

4,

C. Resonance signatures

In the CC formalism, any resonance profile~elastic or
inelastic! can be expressed as5

usDK ,0u2

usDK ,0
bg u2

5U11 i
bDK ,0

x1 i U
2

, ~11!

wheresDK ,0 andsDK ,0
bg are, respectively, the matrix elemen

of the scattering matrix and its background, between
specular channel and theDK channel. Thex variable repre-
sents a dimensionless deviation from the resonance pos
(x50) and is defined by

x5
2

GnJ
~ENz2enJ!, ~12!

with GnJ the width of the resonance andENz the z compo-
nent of the kinetic energy of the resonant channelN accord-
ing to Eq. ~2!. Finally, bDK ,0 is a complex number and i
proportional to the ratio between the resonant and direct~or
background! amplitudes evaluated at the resonance positio5

bDK ,0522
~ ur DK ,0u/GnJ!e

ifr

usDK ,0
bg ueifbg

52
u r̄ DK ,0u
usDK ,0

bg u
ei ~fr2fbg1p!,

~13!

where both amplitudesr̄ DK ,0 andsDK ,0
bg are complex numbers

The second expression in Eq.~13! is more adequate fo
physical discussion since it involves only the three para
eters needed to characterize the signature of a resona
namely, the phase of theb parameter defined byf5f r
2fbg1p which includes the phase difference between b
amplitudes,u r̄ DK ,0u the magnitude of the resonance amplitu
divided by its widthGnJ , and usDK ,0

bg u the magnitude of the
direct or background amplitude.

Thus depending onbDK ,0 , the line shapes will presen
different signatures:~i! maximum or minimum Lorentzian-
type profiles for real values and~ii ! Fano-type profiles for
complex values. According to Eq.~11! evaluated at the reso
nance position (x50), it is clear that theb values$0,21,
22% have to be excluded because no peak would be re
duced~only the inelastic background for 0 and22 or some
unphysical process for21!. Now the following rules can be
stated:

~i! If f50 thenbDK ,0P]0,`@ and according to Eq.~11!
profiles will always exhibit amaximum.

~ii ! If f5p and u r̄ DK ,0u.usDK ,0
bg u then bDK ,0P] 2`,22@

and again profiles will have amaximum. If on the contrary
u r̄ DK ,0u,usDK ,0

bg u thenbDK ,0P] 22,21@ø#21,0@ and accord-
ing to Eq.~11! profiles will exhibit aminimum.

~iii ! If fÞ0 or p then bDK ,0 is a complex number and
Fano-typeprofiles will always result.

It should be noticed that thex variable of Eq.~12! has a
different expression depending on whether the kinem
conditions for the effects we have studied in the last t
subsections are incorporated. If instead of thex variable
other scattering variables~namely, the incident energy o
some polar angle! are explicitly used under these spec
conditions the profiles given by Eq.~11! are no longer
Lorentzian- or Fano-type functions as was sho
elsewhere.5,1 The profiles are now replaced by

n
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usDK ,0u2

usDK ,0
bg u2 5U11 i

bDK ,0

xq
21 iU

2

, ~14!

whereq stands forEi or u i , xq52(q2q̄)/Gq with q̄ andGq
the resonance position and the width observed in theq vari-
able, respectively. Thus the rules for maxima and minim
hold but the functional dependence is withxq

4 not with x2.
However, the maximum-minimum~or reverse! Fano profiles
are replaced by profiles with two maxima or two minima.6

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 six angular distributions taken at energies b
tween 16 and 36 meV are shown along the@100# azimuth of
Cu~001! plotted as a function of the difference angle wit
respect to the specular peakDu5u i2uSD/2. In these plots,
the most prominent peaks correspond to the specular@N
5(00)# and to the second-order@N5(11) and N5(1̄ 1̄)#
elastic diffraction peaks. The intensity of the specular pea
is about 53105 counts per second. Other features marked

FIG. 2. Energy transfer vs parallel momentum-transfer plot f
Cu~001! @100# showing the Rayleigh~RW! phonon-dispersion
curve~Ref. 7!, the resonance curve~RC!, and the scan curve~SC!.
~a!: SC and RC plotted for an incident energyEi527 meV and an
angleu f544.5°, corresponding to theF1 peak in Fig. 1.~b!: SC
and RC plotted for an incident energyEi527 meV and an angle
u f557.3°, corresponding to the AF peak in Fig. 1. The horizon
scale is given in terms of multiples of the reciprocal-lattice vectorN
in the @100# direction.
a

-

s
y

F1 , F2 , and AF appear in Fig. 1 on each side of the specu
peak as either a tiny minimum~AF! or two maxima (F1 ,F2)
and are seen to always appear at the same angular pos
irrespective of the incident energy. The angular position
the minimum corresponds to a final scattering angle ofu f
557.3°60.2° ~AF! and for the two maxima tou f544.5°
60.2° (F1) andu f538.6°60.2° (F2). The AF andF2 fea-
tures seem to be spaced at the same positive and neg
angles but this coincidence is purely by accident. These
ergy independent features are candidates for the RMFIR
fect. In the last three spectra several maxima marked bR
are due to therotational inelastic diffractionprocess. The
intensity and the number of theR peaks increases with inci
dent energy and interferes with the RMFIR peaks. A mo
detailed discussion of theR peaks can be found elsewhere12

We will now concentrate our attention on the RMFIR pea
~i! F1 and F2 maxima. By using Eq.~4! with the values

u f544.5° (F1) and u f538.6° (F2), N25Ni
256.287 meV

we obtain for the two bound states the following value
ue11u512.460.2 meV and ue30u510.360.2 meV. To con-
firm the assignment to a RMFIR peak, in Fig. 2~a! we plot in
the @\vn(DK ),DK # plane the following four curves: RC
@Eq. ~2!# and SC @Eq. ~1!# for an incident energy ofEi
527 meV and a scattering angleu f544.5° ~resonanceF1!,
together with the surface Rayleigh~RW! dispersion curve as
given in Ref. 7. As can be seen, the tangency condition
quired for the RMFIR effect is fulfilled in thecreation re-
gion. Under such conditions,Ei.Ef and the unscattered
waves emerge from the scattering regionaheadof the scat-
tered waves. According to the rules stated in Sec. III C
connection with Eq.~13!, a maximum can occur when
phase difference ofp exists between the unscattered a
scattered amplitudes. Since the resonances appear as ma
in the angular distributions, the incident flux passes mos
through the resonance pathway and the probability of
resonance process is greater than the probability of the d
process.

~ii ! AF minimum. Only one AF minimum is observed fo
a scattering angle ofu f557.3°60.2°. By using Eq.~4! with
the same values of the reciprocal-lattice vector we obtai
value for the bound stateue01u521.560.2 meV. In Fig. 2~b!
the same curves as in Fig. 2~a! are shown but here the RC
and SC curves are plotted forEi527 meV andu f557.3°.
Notice that now the tangency condition required for the R
FIR effect is fulfilled in theannihilation region. We desig-
nate this minimum as an anti-RMFIR effect. Under the
conditions again a phase change ofp is expected between
the incident and the scattered amplitudes but opposite to
RMFIR conditions the presence of a minimum indicates t
the probability of the resonance process is less than the p
ability of the direct process.

Figure 1 shows the unusually large intensity displayed
the F1 maximum compared to the other RMFIR peaks. T
enhancement of theF1 intensity is particularly evident when
the incident energy isEi527 meV. A closer examination o
the kinematics at these conditions reveals the presence o
elastic RMCK effect at 27 meV. In fact, if we substitute th
valuesEi527 meV andu f544.5° in Eq.~5! we get\vn5
214.94 meV andEf512.1 meV. If these data of the fina
polar angle and final energy are included in Eqs.~9! and~10!
where the subindexi is replaced byf , then we getue11u

r

l
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512.4 meV which is exactly the same value for the boun
state obtained from the analysis of theF1 resonance peak.
So, the physical picture of the resonanceF1 at Ei527 meV
is the following. The incident molecules satisfy the kinemat
cal conditions for the RMFIR effect. This is a phononinelas-
tic effect, and the projectiles lose\vn514.94 meV of their
energy. Their final energy,Ef512.1 meV, satisfies the con-
ditions of the RMCK resonance, which enhances further th
intensity of theF1 peak. Figure 3 illustrates the kinematic
conditions of the elastic RMCK effect. The RC from Eq.~2!
is plotted as a function of the incident energy in the rang
covered by the experimental conditions with\vn50 and
DK50 together with an horizontal line representing th
bound stateuenJu512.4 meV. The tangency point atEi
512.1 meV corresponds to the final energy of the molecul
after the RMFIR process. Furthermore, the curve is ve
smooth around the tangency point and a small range of e
ergies around 12.1 meV will also contribute to enhance th
elastic resonance process which explains why theF1 peak is
as a rule more intense than the remaining RMFIR peak
Thus an inelastic resonance process~RMFIR! provides the
conditions for a subsequent resonance elastic proce
through the RMCK mechanism.

In Table I we report the assigned values ofen together
with the data reported by Andersson, Wilzen, and Persso3

from an experimental study of corrugation-mediated sele
tive adsorption resonances for this system. Similar values
the bound states labeled byn54, 5, and 6 were also mea-
sured in the past for the scattering of D2 from Cu~111!.13 In
our assignment we assumed that the valueenJ5
221.5 meV corresponds to the bound staten50 for mol-
ecules in theJ51 state, the valueenJ5212.4 meV corre-
sponds to the bound staten51 for molecules in theJ51
state, and the valueenJ5210.3 meV to the bound staten
53 for molecules in theJ50 state. In Table I we also list
the theoretical values fitting the experimental values whe

FIG. 3. The elastic resonance curve after Eq.~2! is plotted as a
function of the incident energy for a polar angle ofu i544.5° to-
gether with the bound stateuenJu512.4 meV, represented by a hori-
zontal line. The tangency point is atEi512.1 meV.
d

-

e

e

s
y
n-
e

s.

ss

n
-

of

n

the phenomenological potential originally proposed by M
tera et al.14 is used. This variable exponent potential is
three parameter generalization of the Morse potential wh
has been successfully used for fitting atom/molecule-surf
interactions,

V~z!5D@~11lz/p!22p22~11lz/p!2p#, ~15!

wherez is the distance from the center of mass of the m
ecule to the surface andD is the well depth;l is a positive
parameter andp a parameter such that21<1/p<1 which
controls the width and the symmetry of the potential. Equ
tion ~15! has the advantage that its bound states can be
rived from an approximate analytical function given by

en52D@~11d/A2!21/s2~n11/2!/As#s, ~16!

FIG. 4. The generalized Morse potential together with its ei
bound states~solid lines! given by Eqs.~15! and~16!, respectively,
for the interaction of D2 with Cu~001!. The following parameter has
been used:D532.5 meV,l51.09 Å21, andp54.5. Dashed lines
correspond to the experimental energy values.

TABLE I. Comparison of bound-state energy levelsen of D2 on
Cu~001!. The second column shows the valuesen measured in this
work at RMFIR conditions, the third column lists the values det
mined by Andersson, Wilzen, and Persson~Ref. 3!, and the fourth
one the theoretical values obtained from the potential given in
~15! with the following fitting parameters:D532.5 meV, l
51.09 Å21, andp54.5.

n Present Expt. Anderssonet al. Fitted values

0 228.960.2 227.3a 228.2
1 219.860.2 220.4a 220.7
2 214.560.2 214.8
3 210.360.2 210.360.2 210.1
4 26.760.2 26.6
5 24.360.2 24.0
6 22.660.2 22.2
7 21.260.2 21.0

aDetermined in Ref. 3 by fitting a model potential to the experime
tal values.
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where d5(111/p)/32p, A5(2mD)1/2/2\l, and 1/s51/2
2(1/4p)(311/p). The best-fit parameters are
532.5 meV, l51.09 Å21, and p54.5 which yield values
of the bound states within 5% of the experimental values
Fig. 4 a plot of this interaction potential together with th
experimental and fitted bound states is presented.

In conclusion the analysis of the RMFIR peaks allows
direct experimental determination of the two lowestn
50,1) bound states of the physisorption potential of D2 on
the very smooth Cu~001! surface. The FIR effect makes
possible to access bound states of the physisorption pote
which because of the small diffraction intensities could n
be accessed with other experimental methods such as s
tive adsorption. Furthermore the first observation of the e
-

hy
n

e

tial
t
ec-
s-

tic RMCK combined with the RMFIR effect is reported. Th
singular behavior displayed by this system at certain incid
energies could be exploited to enhance chemical reaction
metal surfaces.
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